
Instructions for 'Swarovski Pinch Bail Earrings - Red and Gold' Kit
Project KE-GP-024DX   [Skill Level: Beginner]
Designer: Kat Silvia

Project Components  | NOTE: To account for potential mistakes, there may be extra pieces of some types of findings.

1 - large ribbon pinch bail earring set 2 - clear swarovski crystals

1 - small ribbon pinch bail earring set 2 - red swarovski crystals

1 - spiral pinch bail earring set 2 - swarovski crystal pearl bead

6 - earring hook

Recommended Tools (not included)
Chain Nose Pliers, Round Nose Pliers

Techniques Taught:
How to open a jump ring

Instructions: For video instructions, go to www.beadaholique.com/how-to-make-the-gemstone-pinch-bail-earring-kits-by-
beadaholique.html

All of the beads included in your kit fit into all the different pinch bail earring findings. To assemble the earrings, you can
choose which beads you want in which finding. Feel free to follow the placement shown in the picture or mix and match
them however you choose.

This kit comes with 6 earring hooks, 6 pinch bail earring findings, and 6 beads. The instructions below will teach you how to
complete one earring, repeat the technique to make your other 5 earrings.

1. 

Take one pinch bail earring finding and with your fingers gently pull the two sides apart so that you are creating a gap between the
prongs. Pull in an outward direction so that the tips of the prongs get further apart vs. pulling sideways.

2. 

Once you have a gap just slightly smaller that the size of the bead, slip one of the prongs into the hole in your bead. Push the bead
so that the prong is fully inserted.

3. 

Insert the other prong into the other side of the hole on your bead. Pinch the two sides of your pinch bail earring finding together so
that the prongs are both fully inserted and the bead is trapped between the two sides. TIP: It sometimes helps if you squeeze the
pinch bail earrings finding slightly above the bead, this helps bring the two metal sides together.

4. 

Using your chain nose pliers, open the loop at the base of your earring hook (same as you would a jump ring*) and connect this
loop to the top of your pinch bail earring finding. Close the loop of the earring hook.

5. 

Repeat these steps to make your other earrings and enjoy!6. 

Although the beads fit all the findings, it is recommend that you choose which ones you want in which findings and leave
them permanently in their finding. It is tempting to swap them out repeatedly to match outfits and just for fun but this will
wear on the metal and reduce the life of the earring.

*To see how to do this technique, please refer to the included techniques guide. Thank you!
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